Mascot Hunt—Junior’s Point of View

A certain Sophomore was found in a certain Junior’s room, frantically brushing what she called “snow” from her dress, but that “snow” looked very much like dust that might have been acquired from hiding under another Sophomore’s bed. Another Sophomore, less certain, was found prone upon the floor of Blackstone’s ball, with an attentive ear to the conversation going on behind closed doors. Mascot hunt is under way! We Juniors are being trailed by the Sophomores, and they tell us that the “funny little tracks” are being inspected with meticuluous care. Sophomore hunt is you luck! Mascot hunt is a tradition that may be a mystery to the Freshmen. It is, indeed, a mystery to all classes unless the Freshmen, who are exposed to the fun of a Mascot hunt, ask them one day when the identity of the Mascot is revealed. But for the benefit of the Freshmen in particular, Mascot may be explained as the annual gift to the college by the Junior class. Each year the Juniors hide the Mascot from the Sophomore class. The object, usually unattained, is for the Sophomore class to find the Mascot. To our knowledge, the Mascot has been found only once in the history of the college—by the class of ’33. Sophomores, we wish you luck!

Mascot hunt is evidenced in our campus life by mad dashes hither and yon on the part of both members of the Junior class and unsuspecting Juniors who try to conceal their amazement at finding vandals and smudgy people under their beds, by Sophomores who are a bit more war than usual. This year the first hint of Mascot hunt, given by the “rushed” between the halves of the basketball game on Wednesday (Continued on page 5, column 1)

New Group Formed to arouse Interest in Foreign Affairs

E. Flanders ’34 Heads Group

Dr. Lawrence Will Speak at First Meeting, March 6th

A new idea has been launched on campus—something of vital interest to all. Everyone hears vague reports of an impending war and a European Crisis. It is important to get away from dead, uninteresting heat by joining to investigate the practical topics of the day. This is one of the aims of the Foreign Relations Group. The second aim is to create a favorable atmosphere on campus for a foreign student, for there is much to be gained from close association with someone who has studied in another country.

Student Government is backing the groups, Forum is cooperating with it and various members of the faculty will lead the group discussions. Everyone is invited to come and take part in the first meeting which will be held on Tuesday, March 6 at 4:15 P.M. in Windham Living Room. Dr. Lawrence will be the speaker. Afterwards there will be an open discussion.

Wesleyan Glee Club Concert and Dance

March 3

Combination Ticket

$1.50

Stag $1.00

MASCOT HUNT—Soph’s Point of View

People rushing hither and thither, smug Juniors carrying towelled objects to queer places, harassed Sophomores vainly chas- ing unsuspecting Juniors and interpreting every innocent con- versation as a clue. It’s a bit crazy and chaotic with everyone going around in circles, getting nowhere in particular, but always hoping to get the incriminating bit of evidence.

The Sophomore class, as a whole, has shown unusual interest in the Mascot hunt this year. The attendance at the basketball games has been nothing short of phenomenal. The cynical might credit it to Morgan’s Law of Parsimony® and explain it by the unusual number of Sophomores living on campus, but the actual interest has truly been keenest, the devotion most something like the singing spontaneous if not always tuneful. Class spirit has taken an upward turn and cooperation is byword.

Naturaliy, however, all the Sophomores are not hilariously trying to find and to get evidence. Some are interested in the fun and the foolish waste of time or the lack of publicity due to knowing who are on what committees, have created a vague feeling of futility in the search. But the joy of throwing themselves wildly into the mad dashes will get the best of all of them soon.

Confidence and optimism are taking over the whole campus, and even those who are not directly involved in the hunt are enthusiastic. The Sophomores are more acquainted with each other than they have ever been before.

(Continued on page 5, column 1)
Sour
Should a girl be looked upon askance if she studies faithfully? Need a truant be ashamed of the fact that she knows her lessons? Alack-a-day! No sooner do we graduate from one of the campuses of intellectual interests, because of our hopes of being honored with Phi Beta Kappa honors, and because of various and sundry pride-provoking factors. And yet, in spite of all, there is an ugly attitude flourishing (or we say on campus—an attitude toward study and the student. There seems to be an underlying idea among some of us that if something is being learned it is something to be ashamed of, that the girl who studies is an impossible person. And therefore, to be sure, if we have to study we hide the fact from our friends: “No, didn’t crack a book for it,” is one of the favorite expressions which almost all of us have heard from our friends. We focus black his true insight and understanding of his people combined to turn to America, and has been recently by a professor in English. He worked his way through the University of California, suffering many privations and hard sores, and finally received his P. H. D. from Leiden in 1914, where he had spent his senior year. In 1918 he married an American girl, Ethel Ray Dunan. In 1921 he returned to his native land and founded a politically discontented India, her beauty dimmed with western industrialism. He returned to America, and has been living in New Milford, Connecticut. He cut with his wife and one son, Dhan Gopal, junior. In 1929 Dhan Gopal revisited India. He is a staunch supporter of his race, and has little in common with the tourists who write disparagingly of Indian life. Dhan Gopal Mukerji has written several books on his experiences in India and America, entitled and Outcasts, My Struggle, and The Face and Disillusioned India are all as beautifully written as he speaks. Dhan Gopal’s books for children are delightful, and his and Gay Neev received the John Newbery medal in 1927 for the most distinguished children’s book.

Nearly every time there is a large crowd, it seems to me, that there is an underlying idea among us that the musty old halls of the old universities are now peopled by a different set of people.

Are We Smug?
In the morning, a doorman is a staunch supporter of his race, and has little in common with the tourists who write disparagingly of Indian life. Dhan Gopal Mukerji has written several books on his experiences in India and America, entitled and Outcasts, My Struggle, and The Face and Disillusioned India are all as beautifully written as he speaks. Dhan Gopal’s books for children are delightful, and his and Gay Neev received the John Newbery medal in 1927 for the most distinguished children’s book.

Dhan Gopal Mukerji was born of Brahmin parentage, the priest caste of India. As the youngest son, it was often his duty to tend the village temple, and before he

And now the “Coast-Guard-and-the-Lady-Affair” seems to have spread from Schaeffer to Lace. We believe the name is Eddie.

One Freshman says she can stand a lot, but when she is answering phone calls at all thirty A. M., she emphatically objects. Has Colgate no scruples?

Sno! Joke
by Ima Blizzard
It all came out of the night of Winter Formal when a certain girl named Diana fell nigh onto 40 cents. Then tried balancing a buffalo nickel on her nose—or was it a flying angel? At any rate, I always say that you never can tell what will anger Fate and was eleven years old was taking a great love and reverence for his mother, and her last request was “Keep the door open, mind your own door, so that not one of God’s truths will have to go away because the door is shut. At the age of fourteen, Dhan Mukerji entered the priesthood, and for two years made a pilgrimage through India. He attended the University of Calcutta, and studied machinery and western methods of production in Japan.

In 1910 Dhan Mukerji came to America; armed with a picture-book knowledge of “Miltonic” English. He worked his way through the University of California, suffering many privations and hard sores, and finally received his Ph. D. from Leiden in 1914, where he had spent his senior year. In 1918 he married an American girl, Ethel Ray Dunan. In 1921 he returned to his native land and founded a politically discontented India, her beauty dimmed with western industrialism. He returned to America, and has been living in New Milford, Connecticut. He cut with his wife and one son, Dhan Gopal, junior. In 1929 Dhan Gopal revisited India. He is a staunch supporter of his race, and has little in common with the tourists who write disparagingly of Indian life. Dhan Gopal Mukerji has written several books on his experiences in India and America, entitled and Outcasts, My Struggle, and The Face and Disillusioned India are all as beautifully written as he speaks. Dhan Gopal’s books for children are delightful, and his and Gay Neev received the John Newbery medal in 1927 for the most distinguished children’s book.
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Dear Editor:

One of our professors recently suggested a new kind of campus game. The idea is old, yet the form new, in that every time we find a new word, we look it up and spring it on the bewildered friends. They will pass it on to others until the whole campus will know the word.

Perhaps we may think the idea is childish and not worth the bother. We may feel we have too many other things to do and think about. We may consider that it is not an important or necessary matter to enlarge our vocabulary. Let’s take this suggestion for what it is worth to us.

We know all too well how easy it is to call a word a “whatsit” and not remember whether they can return to college. Sophomores need that advantage, therefore should we not try to fit them with words?

It is that every one who can recall the correct word or don’t know it. Certainly our conversations, such as in a month or less we have not been able to find out the most beautiful fancy figures, such as the tummy-tumble and the dorsal-dip. Truly wonderful! Well, I always say, it does seem like a good idea at the time and the English are so sentimental about Pid!

At any rate, this Eskimo land only lacks the Northern lights and we have all left to do is read The Hunting of the Snark—The Eighth, which begins like this:

They sought it with thimbles, they sought it with care; They pouted it with forks and hope;

They threatened its life with a baboon or a bear.

They charmed it with smiles and soap.

(or else, sing Where Do the Little Files Go (In the Winter Time?)

Well, if anyone should ride up in a sleigh drawn by a pair of speckling chestnuts, sing Jingle Bells, just turn your head and trudge to class (that is, if they simply refuse to pick you up) and murmur, “Sno! Joke.”

Junior and Sophomores need not part cuts as Freshmen under Sophomores. They have had a chance to dip into different fields of knowledge. If they have profited, they will want to know whether they can return to college or not. But Freshmen and Sophomores need that advantage, therefore should we not try to enlarge our vocabulary in ways that are profitable? We might use the suggestion for an intensive vocabulary experiment. It couldn’t hurt us; it might help us.

1935

February 26, 1934.

Dear Editor:

We received immediate action on the part of the faculty and student body upon the issue of changing the name of the college.

Even amongst the college circle of New England, colleges such as Bowdoin, Dartmouth, and Yale, strange as it may seem, fail

(Continued on page 6, column 2)
ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES FOR Luckies

1. Luckies do not use the top leaves ... because top leaves are under-developed ... they are not ripe ... They would give a harsh smoke.

2. Luckies use only the center leaves of the finest tobacco plants ... because the center leaves are the mildest, tenderest, smoothest.

3. Luckies do not use the bottom leaves, because bottom leaves are inferior in quality. They grow close to the ground, and are tough, coarse and always sandy.

This picture tells better than words the merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies use only the center leaves. Not the top leaves, because those are under-developed—not ripe. Not the bottom leaves, because those are inferior in quality—they grow close to the ground and are tough, coarse and always sandy. The center leaves are the mildest leaves, the finest in quality. These center leaves are cut into long, even strands and are fully packed into each and every Lucky—giving you a cigarette that is always round, firm, completely filled—no loose ends. Is it any wonder that Luckies are so truly mild and smooth? And in addition, you know, "It's toasted"—for throat protection, for finer taste.

Lucky Strike presents the Metropolitan Opera Company
Saturday at 1:30 P.M., Eastern Standard Time, over Red and Blue Networks of NBC. Lucky Strike will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York in the complete Opera, "Lucia di Lammermoor."

Communists Take Advantage of Anti-war Conference to Present Views
(Continued from page 1, column 3)

Gloria Hollister '24 Eludes Interview with C. C. Reporter (Continued from page 1, column 2) that she has long been useful, for even in her early years she was an amateur naturalist. Before coming to Connecticut she studied biology, was interested in Zoology. After graduation from C. C. she took her M. A. at the School of Pure Science at Columbia University. Two years after she assisted Dr. Alexi Carrell of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, she became Technical Associate to Dr. William Beebe. She is now Research Associate in the Department of Tropical Research and Fellow of the New York Zoological Society.

This is the firm foundation of knowledge behind her aura of adventure and discovery. Miss Hollister has been identified from the beginning with the extra- nal world, which is being done by the Bermuda Oceanographic Expedition of the New York Zoological Society, headed by Dr. Beebe. Miss Hollister, on her birthday present, several years ago, was a dive in the famous bathysphere of an expedition. In 1932 she descended to a depth of a thousand feet, a diving record for women.

On a trip to Trinidad she succeeded in capturing for the first time alive a specimen of the guaccharo, or oil bird, which she wanted for scientific purposes. This peculiar bird Miss Hollister brought back to New York with much difficulty, due to the fact that she found the only diet satisfactory to the young bird to be pre- digested coconut. For all of the ten days en route she had to chew coconut continually, for the bird demanded it faster than she could supply it. It lived only a few weeks, but was an important scientific study. Needless to say, it supplied one of the choicest dishes in Miss Hollister's estimation.

One of the most interesting, as well as most significant of Miss Hollister's accomplishments is her development of a red skeletal stain which allows study of the anatomical structure of a fish without dissection. This gives a more accurate structural knowledge of the fish and at the same time leaves its whole for further study. Her discovery has completely revolutionized the study of marine life.

A complex, yet simple and determined person—Miss Gloria Hollister, leaving a breath of success and adventure as she leaves C. C. to hasten away in search of new discoveries.

(NSFA)—More than 200 students at the University of Michigan use airplanes as a means of transportation, and from their homes over the holidays.

REFRESH YOURSELF!
from the best "cakes" to a filling, delicious lunch at THE BOSTON CANDY KITCHEN

For Luggage Repairs, Laundry Mailing Cases and Riding Equipment
KAPLAN'S LUGGAGE SHOP AND TRAVEL BUREAU
45 Bank Street
Specializing in Fender, Marcel and Permanent Waving, also Mani- cures, Pedicures and Hair Styling
Mary Elizabeth Beauty Salons
211 State Street
Perry & Stone, Inc., Stationers and Leather Goods
STATIONERY LEATHER GOODS
NOVELTIES
296 State Street

For your friends for a cigarette or to inquire of Mrs. Beadle now, Mrs. Beadle (Mrs. Leonard A.) was born February 3. She lives in Woodhaven, New York. Her most unusual magazine jobs of editorial character. She now lives in Emporium, Pa. First Vice-President Rosamund Bebee is manager of the Macmil- lan Bookshop in New York City. Second Vice-President Dorothy Dayley (95) is a successful free lance artist and illustrator. You have probably seen some of her magazine covers. She lives in Woodhaven, New York. Treasurer Elizabeth Gallup Ridley was married last year, and now lives in North Adams, Mass. Editor of the Newen Coopelands lives in New London and teaches at the Robert Fitch High School in Groton.

SOPH'S TROUBLE JUNIORS SENIORS BEAT FROSH

Wednesday night, February 21, in the series of interclass basketball games, the opponents were the Junior and Sophomore first teams, and the Senior and Fresh- man second teams. The game between the Juniors andSopho- more was close and well played, resulting in a 37-29 victory for the Sophs. The players on both sides displayed teamwork, although the score in skill went to the Juniors. In the second team game the Seniors trounced the Frosh, 31-18. The Seniors showed all-around supe- riority by taking the score in skill, also.

The line-ups were as follows:

Juniors Sophomores
Wormelle Hasting
Francis Merrick
Harburger Bygate, Vanderbilt
Rush Chittum
Burr Carr (Continued on page 6, column 4)

Katharine Gibbs School
SPECIAL COURSE FOR COLLEGE WOMEN
Secretarial and Executive Training
Courses begin July 9 and September 5
For catalog address College Course Secretary
210 Marlborough St. 147 Park Avenue 155 Austin Street
BOSTON NEW YORK PROVIDENCE

BEAUTIFUL!
Get an exquisite shampoo, finger wave and manicure for only 50 cents at LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

Recording Secretary Jane Moore of West Hartford, Conn., is Supervisor of Physical Education at the Winstons, Conn., schools.

Concerning the Alumnae Trustees Mildred Howard is head of the Physical Education Department at Mt. Holyoke, in Holyoke, Mass.

Janet Crawford How lives at the present time in West Hart- ford, Conn., where she has been a generous measure of cooings to the Mary Harkness House-to-be.

And we, not yet alumnae, feel the honor of the spirit we are to be entrusted with in living up to the accomplishments of the C. C. graduates, particularly, if mate- rial impulse be needed, when looking at the published writings of faculty and alumnae which are now on exhibition at the library.

The Case Tech Aero Club members, flying gliders, have made 200 flights during the past year.

"There shall be absolutely no dates from Monday until Friday evening," is a recent official edict of Manchester College authorities.
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Connecticut College News
Permanent Waving
All Lines of Beauty Connecticut
81 State St., Up Stairs - New London, . .

GEE CLUB PRESENTS
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN OPERETTA "PATIENCE"

Mr. Bauer of Music Dept. Comments on Production

The spirited, colorful presentation produced by the Nonnien on Tuesday evenings marked the fifth successive annual offering of the Glee Club of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas under the able direction of Mr. Wld.

With the opening haunting melody of the despised "twentieth love-sick maiden," the graceful chorus ensemble provided an adequate, positive presentation for the entrance of Patience, the dairy maid, vivaciously portrayed by Allison Bush, who captivated and held her audience with a performance as we have enjoyed in recent years.

As true soldiers of the Queen, the students on top of the stage in military array, executing marching and other formations with a precision which indicated that our neighbors, the Coast Guard Cadets, have had their influence for good. The choral attacks were vigorous and effective.

The fleshly poet, Bunthorne, represented most w提示fully by Alice Jones, was us, with the regret that his excellent efforts were rewarded with no better fate than that of being associated with a tulp or lily. His successful rival, the idyllic poet Archibald, was excellently impersonated by Francis Savettile who sang the difficult fable of the Magnet and the Churn effectively.

The officers of the Guard, Colonel Calverly, Margaret Waterman; Major Muratroyd, William Burton; and Elizabeth Burton reached the pin.

(Continued on page 6, column 1)

AUTHORITY ON INDIANA TO SPEAK AT VESPERS

W. M. Hume To Illustrate Talk

At Vespers, Wilson M. Hume will give an illustrated talk on Indiana. Mr. Hume was born in India and has an intimate knowledge of the place. After graduating from Yale and receiving his M. A. degree from Hartford Seminary, he returned to India to take up the position of Y. M. C. A. secretary at Tagore Hall. He has been in close touch with Indian, Hindu, Mohammedan and Christian leaders during recent political and religious upheavals in India.

WIND AND SNOW are hard on the complexion. Keep your soft and fresh with every beauty aid from

Heny's Cut Rate Store
Main Street New London

(Continued on page 6, column 2)

Dhan Gopal Mukerji, Native Indian, Talks of India's Voice of India

(Concluded from page 1, column 2)

Mister John D. McLean will carry mediation too far, for before he acquired the right to do this, these people never think of anything else. If the Indian power of mediation and the American power of business can be combined, said Dhan Mukerji, it would be a wonderful thing indeed. Dhan Mukerji delivered a morning meditation. It is four o'clock, and the morning comes over the earth like a "garnet star"; then suddenly the sun, "a burning gold," appears. The men chant, and meditate. Every household puts aside a certain period of the day in which to observe meditation, an hour in which they make the "mind an instrument so fine, so calm, as to reflect God."

The percentage of illiterates in India is tremendous, said Dhan Mukerji, yet the natives are still uncultured. A certain type of literacy will be the knowledge and genuine culture. of the people, who are primarily trying their traditions and literature of their ancestors for centuries. In spite of the present day unrest in India, said Dhan Mukerji, there is still the "eternal voice," America, too, has an "eternal voice," but if she will only take the trouble to listen for it. The "dew never clings long to the lison's mane-troubles will pass." Dhan Mukerji spoke of the interesting fact that the American philosopher, Ralph Waldo Emerson, is much more widely read in the Indian universities than in the American colleges. Emerson seems to express some of the same thought upon which the Indians base their philosophy.

There was a synthesis of science and mysticism, said Dhan Mukerji, and this will be America's contribution to history.

SCIENCE CLUB

At a meeting of the Science Club in New London Hall on Thursday evening, February 22, an explanation and demonstration of the taking of basal metabolism was given. After the meeting was called to order by Jane Truce '34, president of the club, Ruth Brooks and Lilian Bacon, both of '34, gave explanations of the apparatus used in the test, and the factors which make up the total program time, almost three times the maximum permitted on Canadian programs. In fact, commercial advertising seems as much as the broadcasting time as all news broadcasts, all religious and political addresses, and two-thirds of all lectures together.

Crimson & White
Glee Club Presents
 Operetta "Patience"
(Concluded from page 5, column 3)

nacle of comedy in their trio as they struck these attitudes expressive of aesthetic rapture.

Grace Nichols, the "heavy-browed aesthete," won her audience, as she did the Duke, with a convincing impersonation of Lady Jane. The rapturous maidens, Lady Angela, Lois Pond; Lady Saphir, Winnifred Burroughs and Lady Ella, Catherine Amos, added charm to a performance which gave great pleasure to a sympathetic audience.

The skill of the accompanist made one almost forget that the entire musical background was effectively supported by the excellent pianistic work of Alma Skilton.

Free Speech
(Concluded from page 2, column 5)

Innumerable times at the Anti-War Conference held in Northampton, Mass., we were obliged to bring to the attention of the various delegates the fact that our ideas were presented by Connecticut College for Women, and that we had no claim upon Connecticut State issues. It was particularly embarrassing and confusing all around.

SOI'ETHING MUST BE DONE!

Bridge Tournament
(Concluded from page 5, column 2)

four rounds by defeating their opponents by 5000. But their luck went against them in the semi-

finals when out of thirty-two tables only two were left. They did not hold the cards.

After the first night there was generally a gallery of thirty or so at their table and all the members of the club and those eliminated in earlier rounds were rooting for the girls from the college and against their own favorites. Superstitions such as wearing a different dress each night, sitting in the same direction at the table and alternating the cards worked until the last night. Straight through both were playing a fine game but Liz Moon won recognition from all as a superb player—she seemed to see right through the cards. Both have been invited to attend the Little Slam Club.

Soph's Trounce Juniors
Seniors Beat Freshmen
(Concluded from page 4, column 3)

Nicoll  R. F.  Irving
Hine  L. F.  Cohen
Merrill  C.  Lyon
Turner  R. G.  Schwartz
Devlin, Felt  L. G.  Bendix

ELMORE SPORT SHOES
Are always styled correctly
ELMORE SHOE SHOP
11 Bank St. Next to Wheeler's

Communists Take Advantage of
Anti-war Conference to
Present Views
(Concluded from page 1, column 1)

to the presiding and resolutions committee, and to those who had acted as chairmen during the various sessions. The chairmen were Lillian Giraitis of Smith, Elizabeth Turner of Connecticut, and William Gordon of Yale.

THE BEAUTY SHOP
All Lines of Beauty Culture
Dewart Building
(Formerly Plant Building)
Mae Dondero Swanson Suite 222

"Special Supper Served"
From 6 to 8.30—50c
Coffee, tea or Coca-Cola served with sandwiches or cake at menu price

Peterson, Inc.
127 State St. New London

---we believe
you will
enjoy them---

You hear a lot today about balanced diet—

... and there's something too in the way tobaccos are balanced that makes a cigarette milder and makes it taste better.

I keep coming back to that statement on the back of the Chesterfield package—

---we believe
you will
enjoy them---

We believe you'll enjoy Chesterfields and we ask you to try them.

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.